August 17, 2011

The AGM- Marketing
West Bengal Housing Infrastructure Development Corporation (WBHIDCO)
Salt Lake Stadium Complex,
Gate No. 3, Sector III, Salt Lake,
Kolkata – 700 098

Sub: Conveyance Deed dated 11.02.2011 with respect to land admeasuring about 16,189 sq. mtrs being Plot No. IIC/1 in Block No IIC, Street No. 4444 (MAR.NE), situated at New Town, Kolkata.

Dear Sir,

This is with reference to the Conveyance Deed dated 11.02.2011 executed between Rajarhat IT Park Limited and WBHIDCO (hereinafter referred to as the “Conveyance Deed”)

As per the Conveyance Deed the term office building as mentioned in clause 2(c) of the Conveyance Deed is applicable for the building which we are developing at the subject plot.

Please confirm that this aforementioned term office building tantamounts to and is the same as the expression business building as defined in The New Town, Kolkata Development Authority Act, 2007.

Yours faithfully,

For Rajarhat IT Park Limited

[Signature]

Authorised Signatory